Qualia Now Integrated with FNTG’s
AgentTRAX System for Title Services
SAN FRANCISCO, Calif., March 21, 2017 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Qualia, the
fastest growing provider of title settlement software, announced it has
integrated the agentTRAX portal from Fidelity National Title Group (FNTG)
into its settlement platform. Through this integration, Chicago Title,
Commonwealth Land Title and Fidelity National Title agents can issue Closing
Protection Letters (CPLs) and generate policy jackets directly through the
Qualia system. In addition, the integration allows agents to auto report
gross premiums to FNTG’s accounting department, leading to fewer errors while
increasing efficiency.

“Switching between multiple systems to conduct title work is not just
inefficient; it’s unnecessary. That’s why Qualia has made the commitment to
integrating with title providers like the Fidelity National Title Group,”
said Nate Baker, CEO of Qualia. “The integration with agentTRAX enables
Qualia title agents to conduct all of their title work without ever leaving
the system, saving them both time and money.”
“At Fidelity, we take pride in providing our customers with the best possible
service, support and resources,” said Linda Grahovec at FNTG Agency
Operations. “Integrating agentTRAX with Qualia allows us to deliver a more
streamlined process for our title agents where agents can access FNTG’s
industry-leading title services without ever leaving their system of record.”

About Fidelity National Title Group:
Fidelity National Financial, Inc. (NYSE: FNF). FNF is a leading provider of
title insurance, technology and transaction services to the real estate and
mortgage industries. FNF is the nation’s largest title insurance company
through its title insurance underwriters – Fidelity National Title, Chicago
Title, Commonwealth Land Title, Alamo Title and National Title of New York –
that collectively issue more title insurance policies than any other title
company in the United States.
FNF also provides industry-leading mortgage technology solutions and
transaction services, including MSP®, the leading residential mortgage
servicing technology platform in the U.S., through its majority-owned
subsidiaries, Black Knight Financial Services, LLC and ServiceLink Holdings,
LLC.
More information about FNF can be found at http://www.fnf.com/ and additional
FNTG Agency support and resources are located at
https://www.nationalagency.fntg.com/.
About Qualia:
For title settlement professionals, Qualia provides an all-in-one solution
for more efficient and seamless closings. The fastest growing software on the
market, Qualia’s automated task management, real-time reporting, and best-inclass integrations save title companies thousands of dollars in labor and
software costs every year. Qualia’s incredible ease-of-use and industryleading support allows new users to learn Qualia in virtually no time. To
learn more about how Qualia can save users time and money, sign up at
https://www.qualia.com/demo or call 855-441-5498.

